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Abstract This paper develops a frequentist model averaging approach for threshold
model specifications. The resulting estimator is proved to be asymptotically optimal
in the sense of achieving the lowest possible squared errors. In particular, when com-
bining estimators from threshold autoregressive models, this approach is also proved
to be asymptotically optimal. Simulation results show that for the situation where the
existing model averaging approach is not applicable, our proposed model averaging
approach has a good performance; for the other situations, our proposed model aver-
aging approach performsmarginally better than other commonly usedmodel selection
and model averaging methods. An empirical application of our approach on the US
unemployment data is given.
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1 Introduction

Threshold models have developed rapidly over the past three decades since the pio-
neering studies of Tong and Lim (1980) and Tong (1983, 1990). Chan (1993) studied
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